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Abstract. The mathematical semantics of programming languages is based largely on certain 
algebraic structures, usually complete lattices or complete partial orders. The usefulness of these 
structures is based on the existence of fixpoints of functions defined on the structures, and the fact 
that these classes of structures are closed under such operations as taking cross-products, disjoint 
unions or function spaces. 
This paper proposes more general versions of these structures which still retain the above 
desir &it; properties. Thus the techniques of mathematical semantics hould become applicable in a 
wider context than heretofore. 
One important application is given, which in fact motivated the whole development. It is shown 
that in the generalized setting the existence of unique minimal solutions for recursive definitions of 
functions are guaranteed without having to resort to informal arguments of any sort. 
1. Introduction 
The early pioneering work in mathematical semantics by Scott (see [5]) was based 
on complete lattices. One of the reasons for this was the existence of the Knaster- 
Tarski fixpoint theorem which states that every monotonic function on a complete 
lattice has a unique minimal fixpoint. 
By itself this theorem allows the treatment of simple equations of the form 
x = f(X). 
To extend this treatment to systems of recursive equations and to functional 
equations requires extra properties like the facts that the cross-product of complete 
lattices is a complete lattice and that the set of functions from one complete lattice to 
another forms a complete lattice. Moreover it requires that the composition of 
monotonic or continuous functions be monotonic or continuous. 
It was soon found that complete lattices were too restrictive or unnatural for some 
purposes and attention was focused on a more general structure, the complete partial 
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order or cpo [4]. It was found that cpo’s had all the necessary desirable properties 
that were enjoyed by complete lattices so all the previous results applied with 
undiminished force to cpo’s. 
Thus cpo’s, while less elegant mathema?cally, broadened somewhat the scope of 
mathematiral semantics. For example, non-deterministic and parallel programs 
could begin to be treated using cpo’s that were based on the powersets of other cpo’s 
PI . 
In this paper we consider two classes of structures that are even more general and, 
like complete lattices and cpo’s, also seem suitable as frameworks on which to build 
semantic models. Wc show that the fixpoint theorems still apply and that these 
classes are closed under the “classical” operations like cross-product and disjoint 
union. 
We give one example of the application of the generalized theory. In the 
traditional approach to the semantics of functional equations, it is necessary to show 
that the functionals in question are monotonic or continuous in order to apply the 
fixpoint theorems. In fact, this is only the case when we consider the functionals to be 
working over the spaces of monotonic or continuous functions. The justification for 
ignoring the other functions relies on some more or less informal argument hat the 
monotonic or continuous functions are the only functions we are interested in. 
Nevertheless it would be very disturbing if there were non-monotonic or non- 
continuous olutions to the functional equations which were “less than” the con- 
ventional solutions, and this possibility is not ruled out by the conventional theory. 
However, by using the generalized structures, no informal arguments are necessary, 
and moreover we find that the above possibility can be ruled out. 
2. Definitions 
We first define the standard concepts. The form of the definitions occasionally 
differs from standard practice for the sake of uniformity and easier generalization. 
A preorder on a set A is a binary relation R on A that is 
($1 Reflexive: xRx for all x E A. 
(ii) Transitive: xRy and yRz imply XRZ for sll x, y, z E A. 
1k ptirfial order on A is a preorder on A that is also 
(iii) Antisymmetric: for all x, y E A xRy and yRx imply x = y. 
A partially ordered set (A, C) is said to be well-ordered if every non-empty subset 
A’ of A contains an element a such that a c a’ for every element a’ of A‘. 
A chain is a well-ordered set that is at most countable.’ If @, E) is a partially 
ordered set, when we say that C is a chain in (or of) A we mean that C is a subset of A 
and (C, G) is a chain. 
’ This defini:loz * IS nun-standard since it considers the empty set 0 to be a chain. However, it allows 
subsequent definitions to be more uniform. 
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Given a partially ordered set (A, E) a subset B of A has a least upper bordpzd if A 
contains an element a such that 
(i) b G a for all b E B. 
(ii) forallcEA,ifbEcforallbEB,thencrcc. 
The greatest lower bound-is defined analogously. We let UA B and nB A denote 
the least upper bound and greatest lower bound, respectively, of B in A if they exist. 
A complete lattice is a partially ordered set (A, E) such that DA B exists for all 
subsets B of A. 
A complete partial order (or cpo) is a partially ordered set (A, C) such that UA C 
exists for all chains C of A. we will usually denote UA @ by I A. 
A flat cpo is a cpo in which no chain has cardinality greater than 2. 
A function f: A + B (where (A, CA) and (B , E& are partially ordered sets) is 
monotonic if x !& y implies f(x) &B f( y ). 
The function f is (chain) continuous if it is monotonic and for all infinite chains C in 
A, if UA C exists, then f(lJ~ C) = l_Js {j(c) 1 c E C}. (Note that the monotonicity off 
ensures that it also preserves the least upper bounds of finite non-empty chains.) 
It is easy to show that the compositions of monotonic or continuous functions are 
themselves monotonic or continuous functions. 
We will denote by BA the set of all functions from set A to set B. Thus f~ BA is 
synonymous with f: A + B. (All functions in this paper are total.) If the set B has a 
binary relation SE defined on it, we define the binary relation ZBA on BA as follows: 
forf,gEBA 
f !%A g if and only if f(a) ss g(a) for all a E A. 
This relation is a preorder or partial order whenever CB is. Moreover if (B, cB) is a 
complete lattice (cpo) so is (BA, C&. 
The basic results about fixpoints are given by the following two theorems. 
Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem [6, p. 2861. Every monotonic function on a 
complete lattice has a unique minimal fixpoint. 
Kleene Fixpoint Theorem [2, p. 3481. Every continuous function on a cpo has a 
unique minimal fixpoint. 
We will now consider the generalizations that are the subject of this paper. 
(A, A’, E) is a generalized complete lattice (gel) if A is set and 
(1) s is a preorder on A, 
(2) A'S A, 
(3) (A’, t) is a complete lattice, 
(4) for every z E A and F c A’, if a c t for all a E F, then l_J~s F 5 z. 
(A, A’, G) is a generalized complete Portia1 order (gcpo) if A is a set and . 
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(1) G is a binary relation on A, 
(2) A’sA, 
(3) (A’, G) is a cpo, 
(4) for every z E A and chain C c A’, if c G z for all c E C, then uAP C g 2. 
Examples. Consider a cpo A with no limit points which has been extended by adding 
a finite number of extra elements all greater than I A and all not smaller t&n any 
element in A. This structure is easily seen to be a gcpo. Likewise if A is a complete 
lattice with no limit points, extended in an analogous fashion, and c is a preorder on 
the extended set the res’ult is a gel. 
A function j: (A, A’, &A) + (El, B’, c&, where (A, A’, CA) and (B, B’, c~) are 
gel’s (or gcpo’s), is generalized monotonic if for all x E A’ and y E A 
(1) f(x) E B’, 
(2) x CA y implies f(x) c&(y). 
‘The function f is generalized (chain) continuous if it is generalized monotonic and 
for all infinite chains C G A’ 
These two definitions are generali:zed inthe sense that they allow some misbehaviour 
on elements outside the complete lattice (or cpo). In fact if x, y E A -A’, we know 
nothing of the relationship between f(x) and f(y). However, if one of these elements 
is in A’ it is a different story. 
If (A, A’, GJ and (B, B’, c~) are gel’s or gcpo’s and f is a generalized monotonic 
(continuous) function from (A, A’, GA) to (B, B’ , 5~) then flA’ (the restriction off to _ ^ ._ 
A’) irs a monotonic (continuous) function from A’ to B’. 
It is easy to show that the compositions of generalized monotonic or cc,rtinuous 
functions are themselves generalized monotonic or continuous. 
3. Generalized fixpoint theorems 
Theorem 1. Let (A, A’, G) be a gel and letf : (A, ‘A’, E) + (A, A’, G) be a generalized 
monotonic function. Then f has a unique minimal fixpoint, which lies in A’. 
Proof. Let C=(aEAIf( a ) 5 a} and let B be the set of all lower bounds of C. 
Let x=l_l~n(BnA’). For any YEC, acy for all aEBnA’, so x= 
LJA~ (B n A’) c y. Thus f(x) c f(y) G y since f is generalized monotonic and c is 
transitive. 
Because f(x) is a lower bound of C and x E A’, f(x) E B n A’. Hence f(x) G x. 
It follows that f(f(x)) c f<x) which implies f(x) G C. But then x c f(x) and, since c 
is antisymmetric on A’, x =f(x). 
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To show that x is minimal, assume f(a) = a for some a E A. Then f(a) G a (since 6 
is reflexive) and so in E C. Therefore x G a, since x E B. 
Observation. When applied to (A, A, G) the proof reduces to a variant of the 
standard proof of the Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem for complete lattices, since 
then L_jA B = fly C. 
Theorem 2. Let (A, A’, E) be a gcpo and let f : (A, A’, G) + (A, A’, G) be a contirzu- 
ous function. Then f has a unique minimal fixpoint, which lies in A’. 
Proof. The proof closely follows the standard proof for cpo’s. 
(a) f( 1~‘) = l,#EA and LA’ G f(lA’). 
(b) Suppose fi( IA’) E A’ and f (1 A’) c f’+‘(l A’). Since f is monotonic on A’, 
f’+‘(~,q)=f(f’(~,q))~f(f’+1(d_Af))=f1+2(~A~) and f(f’(&q))EA’. Therefore by 
the principle of mathematical induction fi ( _L A’) E A’ and f i( I A’) eT f i+l( I A’) for all 
i20. 
But A’ is a cpo, so UA’ {fi( I A’) 1 i 2 0) exists and lies in A’. Now 
f(lJA’ Cf’(lA+)) = UA' (fi+b-A')} (by continuity of fj 
= uA'{f'(~A'j) 
since I A’ c_ f( I A’). Thus UA’ {f i ( I At)} is a fixpoint of fi 
Assume a E A is a fixpoint of fi Now p( IA’) = 1~’ C a, SO suppose f i( I ~j S a. 
Since fi( _L A’) E A’ and f is generalized monotonic, f’+‘( I A’) = f(fi( I A’)) E f(a) = a 
so fi( I A’) z a for i a 0. Hence UA’ {fi( _L A+} c a, and thus UA’ (f i( I A’)) is the 
unique minimal fixpoint of fi 
In future, we will simply say “monotonic” or “continuous” rather than “gzncral- 
ized monotonic” or “generalized continuous”. 
4. Consequences of the definitions 
The following theorems describe various properties of gel’s, gcpo’s, and (general- 
ized) monotonic and continuous functions which are useful in constructing semantic 
models. 
Theorem 3. If (A, G) and (B, c') are complete lattices (cpo’s), B c A, and UA C = 
& C for all C s: B, then (A, B, r) is a gel (gcpo). 
Proof. Immediate. 
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Theorem 4. If (A,-, Bi, -i t ) are gel’s (gcpo’s) for all i in some index set I, then 
(nie,Ai, nielBi, E) is a gel (gcpo), where t= is the pointwise induced ordering. 
proof. (1) g is a preorder (binary relation) on nic,Ai because Gi is a preorder 
(binary relation) on Ai for each i E I. 
_ (2) Bi s Ai for a2 i E I, therefore ni,=, Bi C nietAi* 
(3) Since (Bi, Zi j is a complete lattice (cpo) for i E I, (ni,zlBi, C) is also (see 
[4, p-691). 
(4) Suppose C snierBi (is a chain) and for some niclxi E nia,Ai we have 
nie,ci G niEIXi for a!1 niEICi E C. Let Ci ={ci lnjElcj E C} for each i E I. (Note that 
Ci is a chain if C is.} NOW Ci Ci Xi for all Ci E Ci, thus Usi Ci Cl; Xi. But Un,e,s, C = 
nic,LIBi G therefore LJnio,Bi C C fliElxi* 
Corollary 5. If (A, A’ , GA) is a gel (gcpo) and B is a set, then (AB, A’B, I=A~) is a gel 
(gcpo). 
Proof. Take (Ai, A:, Ei) equal to (A, A’ , CA) for each E E B. The result follows since 
AB is isomorphic to nieB A. 
Theorem 6. Let (Ai, Big Ci) and (A:, B:, E:) be gel’s or gcpo’s. Suppose the functions 
fi : (Ai, Bi, Ci) -+ (AI, B:, rj) are monotonic (continuous) for all i in some index set I. 
Then the function 
is monotonic (continuous) where 
Proof. Assume each fi is monotonic. 
(1) Suppose ni,=IxiEniEIBi. Then xiEBi for all id SO~~(X~)EB~ for all icI 
since h is monotonic. Therefore 
(2) Let nic,Yi E flietAi be such that nit, Xi E nicl yi. Then Xi t-i yi SO 
f;:(Xi) G: fi(yi) for a4 i E I. Therefore 
fnh)( ITIxi) = $fib) C’ lJrfi(Yi) = ( F1fi)( F. Y,)* 
Therefore fliE=f;: is monotonic. 
*A ‘3 x s+ldu+ 3 = ., puv y ‘5 _rJ! Quo puvJ! (A ‘q> i (x ‘.l) put3 
‘{?~3x~;‘~~(x’~))=!~z~ ,.(~y3x‘~3~~(x‘~)}=‘~z~~ 
l snonuyuoa s! !j*‘!u a~o~a.my,~ 
(snonuyuo:, s! !j amps) (0 e ./I (.h-)y):~n u = 
uay~ wp?y3 a~~uyul ue si !a 13!u 5 (0 ZE f1 f!x 13!u} asoddns 
•~p~~~~~~ S!!jz3!TJ ‘a~oqe ayl ur0.g l snonuyuoD s! !.j yma aumsw MON I 
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(Ud that f;(iA ) = I I A, (i.e. fi is s:ric?) whenever i is a !l’mit point in I). Then the 
function 
is monotonic (continuous), where (ri,,fi)(( j, y)) = (j, h(y)) for all (j, y) E ri,IAi. 
Proof, Assume the functions fi are monotonic. 
(I ) SUPPOS~Z (j, X) E &I Bi. Then x c Bj SO fi(x) E Bi since f is monotonic. There- 
fore (~,,fi)((j,X))=(j,fi(X))EriErBI= 
(2) Let (h, y> E &ElAi be such that (j, X) G {h, y}. Then j ~1 h. 
If j = 12, then x Gj y so fi(x> tj h(y). Therefore -_ ‘” -_. _ 
(rfi>ccj, X))'(j, fj(X)) G'h h(Y))= (is fi)(b, Y)) 
icl 
and I& fi is monotonic. 
Assume the functions fi are continuous. From the above, TieIf;: is monotonic. 
Now suppose CS$&B~ is an infinite chain. As in the proof of Theorem 
Lk,, IB, c = N, uBI, ckh Thus 
= tk, fk (UB, ck )> 
= N, uB;ifk (X) t X e ck)) 
since fk is continuous and if ck = 0, then fk is strict. 
= ui~ &j, fi(x)) I f j, x) E Cl 
Therefore riElf;. is continuous. 
Theorem 9. Let (A, A’, &A) and (B, B’, &) be gd’s (gcpo’s) and fet (e be the set of 
monotonic or the set of continuous functions from (A, A’, !&) to (B’, B’, CB). If 
% C 9 CBA, then (9, %, &BA) is a gd (gcpo). 
Proof. (1) !zBA is a preorder (binary relation) on ??J since !& is a preorder (binary 
relation). 
(2) +Z c 9 by assumption. 
(3) Since (B’, !&) is a complete lattice (cpo), the restriction of !zBA to 97 is a partial 
order. In part 4 we will show that if 9 c_ % (is a chain), then & 9 exists. Thus 
CC& GSA) is a complete lattice (cpo). 
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(4) Let 9 G Ce (be a chain). We will define a function g E (8 such thal g = J,_J~ 9 and 
such that if h E 9 and f G B* h for all f E 9, then g &* h. The definition is 
g(a)=UB~{f(a)lfE~}EB’ forallaEA 
which is well defined since (B', !&B) is a complete lattice (cpo). Suppose a E A', b E A 
and a !& 6. Then for all f~ 9, we have f(a), f(b) E B' and 
f(a) &f(b) C-B i-b* (f(b) if E 91 
so 
g(a)=UB’{fb)lfE~) &B UB’ {f(b) If E %= g(b)* 
Therefore g is monotonic. 
Now we consider the case where % consists of continuous functions. Let E c A’ be 
a chain. Then 
g(UA' E) = UB’ if (UA’ E) if E 8 
= uBt {UB’ {f(e) 1 e E E} 1 f E 9) since each f is continuous 
= US’ {US’ {f(e) if E $}I e E E) 
since B' is a complete Iattice (cpo) 
= UH {s(e) Ie E El 
so g is continuous. Therefore g E %. 
ForanyaEAandfEs 
SO f CBA g for all f E % Thus g is an upper bound for E’. Now suppose h E 9 and 
f eBA h for all f E g Then f(a) !& h(a) for all f E 5 But (B, B', !Z& is a gel (gcpo) 
hence 
Thus g GE+- 11 and g z-: I_JB 9? 
Therefore (9, %‘, 5~“) is a gel (gcpo). 
Corollary 10. Zf(A,, c'A) and (B, cg) are complete lattices (cpo’s) and % is the set of 
conventionally monotonic (continuous) functions from A to B then (BA, ??, tBA) is a 
gel kcpo). 
Proof. By Theorem 3, (A, A, GA) and (B, B, __B c )are gel’s (gcpo’s). .4ko, Ce is equal 
to the set of (generalized) monotonic (continuous) functions. We can let 9; -‘ !ZA ts 
get the result. 
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TheWem 11. If (A, A, __A I= ) is a generalized flat cpo (i.e. A’ is a flat cpo), then 
(2A - (ra), 2A’-{0} , GM) is a gcpo under the Milner ordering.3 
Proof. ( 1) CM is clearly a binary relation on A. 
(2) 2A’-{0}~2A-{0}sinceA’~A. 
(3) (2A’- (0}, G,& is a cpo. This is a well known result which is easily proved. See 
for example [l, p. 4861. 
(4) Let B G 2A’ - { 0) be a chain and suppose C E 2A - { 0) is such that B GM C 
for all B E 3. We will show that l,J2q~} 9 EM C. Consider any b E l_JzqO~ 99. If 
b = 1 A’, then, since C is non-empty, ther? exists c E C such that b GA c. If b # I A’ 
then b E B for some B E 99. But since B CM C there exists c E C such that b GA c. 
Now consider any c E C. If _L A’ E B for all B E 9 then _L A’ E &A+) 3 and, 
clearly, 1 A’ GA c. 
Otherwise there exists a B E a such that _!_ A’ ti B. But & CM C so there is a b E B 
which satisfies b GA c, Since b # I A’ it follows that b E I_&--{~} 8k This completes 
the proof that (2A - { 01, 2A’ - { 0}, cM) is a gcpo. 
We now give one of the main results in fixpoint theory. It is used in giving semantics 
to recursively defined functions. 
A functional r is built up from variables, constants, and basic operations, together 
with the function symbol F corresponding to the argument of the functional. We will 
only consider the case when F and the basic operations are all monadic. The polyadic 
case can be considered analogously using cross-products and projection operations. 
Thus we will use the notation r[F](X) where X is a variable. This term denotes a 
functional in the obvious way: given a function g, T[g](X) denotes the function 
which, for argument a, has the value T[g](a). Note that the function represented by 
f(r’[g](X>) is the composition of the function f and the function represented by 
+1(X)= 
Theorem 12. If the basic operations in a functional ?[F](X) are conventionally 
monotonic (continuous) on a complete lattice (cpo) (A, C-) then T[F](X) is monotonic 
(continuous) on (AA, %, 5’) where % is the set of conventionally monotonic (continue 
ous) functions on (A, C) and G’ is the induced ordering. 
Proof. Suppose the basic operations are conventionally monotonic on a complete 
lattice (cpo) (A, c). We will show that all terms r[F](X) are monotonic on 
(AA, VT, c’) where %’ is the set of conventionally monotonic (continuous) functions on 
(A, I=,). We w’ll 1 prove this by induction on the structure of r[_F](X). Assume the 
property for terms simpler than T[F](X). There are three cases to consider. 
3 LetB,CE2A-{0}.ThenB CM C if and only if for all b E B there exists a c E C such that b &A c and 
for all c E C there exists a b E B such that b CA c. It is easily shown that if A’ is a flat cpo and 
13, Cr 2A’-{0} then B 
chains 2 c 2A’ 
GM C if and Only if B = C or _L A’ E B and B - { _L A’} E C. and moreover for all 
-{0},U2A’_~(a,~={b~b# ~A~andBEBforsOn?eBE~}U{~A~(~A~EBfOrallbE~’). 
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(4 4FlW = X or @l(X) = k (a constant). 
(1) Let f E %?. Then r[fl(X) is the identity function or a constant function, which 
are both conventionally monotonic (continuous) and hence members of %, 
(2) Assume f E (e and g 5 AA and f d g. Clearly 7[ f](X) E’ T[g](X) since they 
are identical. l 
(b) T[F](X) = h(r’[F]iX)) where h is a basic operation. 
(I) Let f E %. Then T[ f](X) = h(T’[ f](X)) and 7’[f](X) E Ce by the induction 
hypothesis. Thus 7[ f](X) E %, since h is conventionally monotonic (continuous). 
(2) Let fc % and g E AA and f E’ g. Then r’[ f](X) GE’ T’[g](X) by the induction 
hypothesis. Thus 7[ f](X) G’ T[g](X) since h is conventionally monotonic. 
(c) M(X) = FW[Fl(XN. 
(1) Let f E %. Then ~[f](x) = f{#[f](X)) and #[f](X) E Ce by the induction 
hypothesis. Then 7[f](X) E % since f E Ce. 
(2) Let f E Ce, g E AA and f c_’ g. Then ~‘[fl(X) G’ r’[g](X) by the induction 
hypothesis. Thus for any a E A #[f](a) or r’[g](a) and so 
7[fj(l) = f(r’[fl+z )) 
C f(#[g](a)) since f is conventionally monotonic 
c &‘[g](a)) sincef C’ Q 
= dglW. . 
Thus 7[F](X> is monotonic on (A*, %, G’). 
Now suppose the basic operations are continuous on a cpo (A, G). We will show 
that T[F](X) is continuous on (A*-’ ‘c, G’) where ‘;& is the set of conventionally 
continuous functions on (A, G). 
The first part of the proof above shows that ?[F](X) is monotonic on (A*, %‘, G’). 
Let 9= {fi 1 i 2 0) E % be an infinite chain. From the proof of Theorem 9, 
(L.lcsF)(a)=UA{fi(a)Ii~O} for all a EA. 
We will show that for all a E A, &Jy s](a) = U&f;:](a) 1 i 2 0) by induction on 
the structure of T. 
We assume that 7’[uS S](a) = UA($[h](a) 1 i 2 0) for all terms 7’ simp!.er than 7. 
(a) WIW) = X (or 6, 
&JY; q(a) = a (or k) = UA {a (or k)} = Lt.4 (r[fi](a>l i >O}. 
(b) dF]W) = hW[FIW~ where h is a basic operation, 
~UVZ @%a) = hW[U~ fl(a)) 
= h(UA {r’[fi])(a) 1 i 2 0)) by the induction hypothesis 
= UA {h WJ(a)) 1 i 2 01 
since h is conventionally continuous 
= UAbb&dbaO)= 
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(4 dFl(W = FW[FlW)). 
a[Lk @](a) = O_l~ WLJC~ sllca )I 
= (uce ~(~,+‘[$j(a) 1 i 20)) by the induction hypothesis 
= UA (fi(UAb’[fil(d 1 i a 0)) b a 0) 
=~A(~A{f;.(~‘[~l(~))~~~o}~~30} 
since fi is conventionally continuous 
=4uA {fib’[fil(d)I i a@ 
This concludes the proof. 
5. A3 application 
We will now show how the generalized theory disposes of the problem encoun- 
tered in conventional fixpoint theory which we mentioned in the introduction to the 
paper. 
We will first ikstrate the problem. Functional equations 
F(X) = dFl(X) 
are often used to define functions in mathematics (and programming). Such equa- 
tions need not have unique solutions; for example, if ?[F](X) is simply F(X) then 
any monadic function is a solution. The approach usually taken is to impose some 
ordering on the set of all functions with given domain and range, and then choose the 
least solution in this ordering. The ordering on the set of functions is usually the 
ordering induced by ordering on the range of the functions, just as we defined it 
earlier. 
To make this work in the conventional theory, the set of functions must form a 
compIete lattice or a cpo and the functional r[F](X) must be conventionally 
monotonic or continuous. This is not always the case. 
Consider the data domain (A, G) represented iagrammaticaiiy by 
4 Clearly fi(7’[fi](a)J r UA {fi(7’[fiJ(a))Ji 300). On the other hand, if k = max(i, i), then 
f;(df,l(d) ~f,t~‘~f&z>~ so that UA (t;(#[fr;](~))ji~O) c UA {f;:W[fi](a)))i 300). 
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Now consider the two functions f : A 3 A and g : A + A defined by 
I a if x = I, 
f(x) = 
I 
_L if x = a, 
b ifx=b; 
a ifx=_L, 
g(x) = b ifx=a, 
b ifx=b. 
clearly f SAA g. 
Now, however, consider the functional 
#l(x) = 
f(f(d) = a g b = ddb)). 
Notice that the functions f and g in this counterexample are not monotonic. If we 
restrict-our attention to the complete lattice or cpo of monotonic or continuous 
functions, any functional T[F](X) (using monotonic or continuous basic operations) 
is in fact monotonic or continuous, and we can therefore find unique minimal 
solutions. However, to restrict our attention in this way we have to claim either that 
we are not interested in non-monotonic or non-continuous olutions or that it is not 
possible to find a non-monotonic or non-continuous olution that is less than the 
unique minimal monotonic or continuous solution. If the orderings on the data 
domains correspond to “approximation”, most semanticists are happy to accept both 
these claims although their justification is non-trivial and informal to a degree not 
found in the rest of semantics. 
Such claims are not needed in the generalized theory. Theorem 12 says that if the 
basic operations in a functional T[F](X) are conventionally monotonic (continuous) 
then r[F](X) is monotonic (continuous). Then Theorems 1 and 2 guarantee the 
existence of unique minimal fixpoints which are bounded to be conventionally 
monotonic or continuous functions. 
This can be considered as a formal justification for the second of the two claims 
mentioned earlier. However, we hope that the generalized theory will prove to be 
useful in its own right, and several of the results in Section 4 were included with such a 
possibility in mind. The fact that their proofs were basically the same as the 
conventionally proofs, yet they were concerned with a generalized context, is 
incidental evidence that it is no harder to reason with these generalized structures 
and concepts. 
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